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You can win a digital
camera! Enter the Basin
Youth Choice Awards 2004.
Go to www.scratchonline.ca
for more details. Enter by
June 15, 2004!

Lots of Hollywood films have been
filmed in the Columbia Basin. The
list includes Out Cold, Alive, Snow
Falling on Cedars, Housekeeping,
Roxanne, The War Between
Us,and Miracle. Know any others?

The Creston Valley
Wildlife Management
Area is home to many
rare and endangered
species.

Front cover art by Bryn Stevenon, 20, Winlaw
Back cover art by Solomon Rosenberg, 20, Nelson
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than but hey, that’s music too!

By Shauna Shkuratoff, 19, Slocan Park

Welcome to the latest issue of scratch! The

Youth Advisory Committee, which is the group of
people who make SCRATCH happen, really wanted
to choose a topic that everyone in the Basin could
appreciate. Music was an obvious choice, after a
solid debate of two-and-a- half minutes!
Music is in some way a part of everyone’s lives.
It’s everywhere all the time.You can’t go anywhere
without listening to some type of beat. Even
thinking through my day I can’t even fathom
how many songs I’ve already heard, never mind
the emotions that they brought along.
Music is a true form of expression, whether y
ou’re making music, or just listening to it.
Everyone prefers different types of music, but
there is a style for everyone. Maybe you don’t
like country or hip-hop, but it’s a given that you
know the lyrics to at least one Britney Spears
song, and can’t help but bob your head to your
favorite song of the 80’s.
The cool thing about music is that it brings people
together and yet sets them apart. Everyone has
some passion for music. Why not share your ideas
about music with other youth in the Columbia
Basin by hitting the discussion boards at
www.scratchonline.ca.
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This issue is packed with stuff
about music. Like tips on how
to be a DJ or organize an event in
your community. Find out how a local
youth kick-started the Shambhala Music
Festival which has become one of the
biggest in BC and attracts thousands of
people each year. And, don’t tell anyone,
but you can win tickets to this year’s
festival! Maybe you’ve been wondering
what happened to music now that so
much emphasis seems to be on marketing
and make-up or maybe you didn’t know
that Bob Marley was as much a political
activist as a musician. And if you are up to
it, take our quiz to find out how old you are,
musically speaking. The answer is all in how
you wear your pants! Read on ravers!

And if you’re heading to your computer, check out
www.scratchonline.ca. It’s new and improved but you
can still post your art, images, opinions, writing and
events, plus way more. Give it a click and when you’re
there check out the contest to win a digital camera!
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what happened
to the Music?

By Veronika Brunnbauer,
18 Cranbrook

The music business has been taken over by lunchbox pop.

The music charts dictate our appearance, our behaviour and
our style. Britney Spears, Justin Timberlake, Jessica Simpson,
and Christina Aguilera have become our musical idols. Twelveyear-old girls are wearing bikini tops to their concerts and
mindlessly chanting along to “I’m a Slave For You”. Last year,
a song consisting of three minutes of the words “shut up, just
shut up, shut up...” was one of the greatest hits.
Whatever happened to the
MUSIC? Whatever happened to
musicians whose voices were the
main attractions of a show, rather
than raunchy dance routines and
meaningless lyrics?

if Much
Music plays
it, it’ll be a
success.

People are losing sight of what
music is supposed to be about.
The clothes, the make-up or the hair,
should have nothing to do with it. Most
of today’s chart-topping stars don’t have any musical talent
without their back-up tapes. Sixteen-year-old wannabes are
becoming famous overnight, with no talent required. It’s
supposed to be about the instrumental talent, not the ability
of a producer to make them look good! Where are the guitar

players who can play more than over-strummed
chords? Where are the drummers who can
range from jazz to punk, and lyrics that aren’t
about make-up and boyfriends?
Technology today, has granted everyone the
ability to record a perfect voice. Sadly, most
listeners are too distracted by the media-hype
to actually judge the musical talent themselves.
No matter how bad a song is, if Much Music
plays it, it’ll be a success.
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WIN tickets

2 Shambhala!

That’s right. SCRATCH is giving away

two pairs of tickets to the Shambhala Music
Festival, August 13-15, 2004 at the Salmo River
Ranch. It’s easy to win. All you have to do is
tell Columbia Basin Trust what you think about
SCRATCH ‘zine and www. scratchonline.ca.
Enter on-line at www.scratchonline.ca
(follow the link from the homepage). Or call
1-800-505-8998 and request your Shambhala
Entry Form. You can also fax or mail your
responses to Shambhala Tickets c/o Columbia
Basin Trust. See page 2 for details. Be sure to

include your name, age, mailing address, phone number and
email. CBT will contact the extremely lucky winners (2)
when their names are picked at random on Friday July 23,
2004 at 4 p.m. PST. Be sure to have your entry in by then!
Good luck music lovers! Complete contest rules available at
www.scratchonline.ca or by calling 1-800-505-8998.
Mega thanks to Shambhala organizers for the tickets!
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music with a message:
By Matt Gibson, 25, Cranbrook

Music has long been used by the poor

and oppressed to lift spirits and communicate
messages of social change. From the AfricanAmerican slaves of the deep south singing
soulful, subtly rebellious, gospel hymns,
to Zach de la Rocha of Rage Against the
Machine belting out, “We gotta take the
power back!” over grinding guitars and
machine gun bass kicks, politics have always
been an undercurrent in Western music.
These days bands from most genres, like punk
(Propaghandi, NOFX), metal (Rage Against
the Machine, System of a Down), hip-hop
(Spearhead, KRS-One), and turntablism (DJ
Shadow, Cut Chemist), combine politics with
music. But for the first part of the twentieth
century political music, music with a message,
was pretty much limited to the folk music
scene.
The first North American compilation of
folk-protest music was contained in the
“Little Red Songbook” compiled by the
International Workers of the World in 1904.
The songs of that Little Red Songbook
inspired a thirty year old, political-minded
author and newspaper columnist named

Spearhead’s

meforssSpaegae

rits

By Michael Franti,
Lead Singer, Spearhead

“Stay Human” is an expression that
I began using a while back to combat
what I have seen as a growing attack
on the souls of loving individuals on
this sweet, sweet planet of ours.
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Woodie Guthrie, to start writing his own songs of change in
1942. American music would never be the same.
Guthrie traveled the country with his signature acoustic guitar
boasting a sticker reading “This Machine Kills Fascists” playing
heartfelt songs of social change to working-class audiences. By
the end of his career Guthrie had written thousands of classic
socialist folk-protest songs including the famous This Land is Your
Land.
In 1962, while Guthrie laid up in a New York hospital a young
musician and admirer, visited Guthrie’s hospital bed. The visitor
was a 21-year-old Bob Dylan. Dylan was influenced enormously
by Guthrie. His straightforward, talking style, songs like Song to
Woody and Last Thoughts on Woody Guthrie, and an enormous
collection of covers of the old rebel-rouser’s protest anthems, are
tribute to that.
But Dylan was something Guthrie wasn’t. Dylan was a poet.
Dylan also had something the Guthrie lacked: topical issues.
Dylan had current events to sing about that already had the
attention of the American people-events like the unpopular
Vietnam War and nuclear bungling of the Cuban Missile Crisis.
Dylan’s second album, 1963’s The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan,
would secure him a place among history’s great poets and
musicians.
Dylan led the outbreak of crazy-hippy, fight-the-power protest
songs of the sixties. All the while Bob Marley was in Jamaica

In my Grandmother’s lifetime she saw the coming of age of

the electric lights, the radio, the television, the automobile, the
video game, the VCR, the computer and the Spice Girls. And
along with these wondrous inventions she saw World Wars I
and II, Korea,Vietnam, Iraq, police brutality, racism, famine,
pollution and destruction of the environment.

How did we go from a natural wonderland on this planet
to a place where you cannot drink the water, and where
each individual soul is given a number?
As much as I love the internet, it is still a place reserved for the
privileged one per cent of the world’s population have access to a
computer. For much of the world’s computers, corporate power,
greed, television, pollution, genetic modification, exploitation
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A Brief History of protest music
in North America

musically leading his Rastafarian “movement of Jah people”
with music.

The Unlikely New Protest Music: Anarchist Punk
The mid-seventies saw the end of the Vietnam War. During
the 70’s, corporations started taking over the music industry
and it became harder for protest musicians to get record deals.
So, protest music was forced back underground where it
underwent a surprising metamorphosis. A new political sound
emerged in Britain. It was called punk.
Punk, as a genre, is probably more political than any other.
These days there are lots of poppy boy-bands, like Blink
182 and Green Day, playing stupid, shallow songs about
girls and beer, while claiming to be punk. But the truth
is, most classic punk albums are overtly political. The Sex
Pistol’s “Anarchy in the UK”, Dead Kennedy’s “Holiday in
Cambodia”, and Bad Religion’s “Recipe for Hate” are just
a few of the more popular examples. Punk has always been
synonymous with Anarchism. Most people think anarchy
refers to a state of total chaos and destruction. The same
people think punks just want to get wasted and destroy
everything. This is not so. Anarchism is a serious (but little
known) political philosophy based on individualism and
equality, and many punks seriously believe in it.

The New Millennium: Everybody’s Doing It

animal rights, women’s rights, human rights, the
environment, corporate imperialism, the War in
Iraq, the list just gets longer. Just as the issues of
protest music have become more diverse, so have
the artists engaged in it.
U2 wrote songs against apartheid in Africa.
Artists from Bjork to the Beastie Boys performed
at a concert to raise awareness about China’s
oppression of Tibet. Even Lauryn Hill manages to
squeeze feminist messages into her pop-infused,
r&b stylings. Winnipeg’s own Propaghandi is a
leader of political punk, having formed it’s own
record label, the G7 Welcoming Committee, to
avoid corporate censorship. The now defunct
Rage Against the Machine was arguably the most
vocal, and active, political act of the Twentieth
Century tackling issues from economics, to
racism, to corporate domination of the media.
Most recently, Hip-Hop has developed
a protest scene. Most of the popular, early
hip-hop groups, like Public Enemy and NWA,
built their success rapping about issues important
to African-Americans. Nowadays, Tribe Called
Quest, Outkast, Michael Franti, The Jedi Mind
Tricks, The Dead Prez, and other hip-hop artists
keep the movement strong.

Nowadays everybody’s got a different cause: gay rights,

of labour, racism, and prisons, all go hand in hand. All
of these things tend to have the lasting effect of further
distancing our souls from our minds and bodies. Ultimately,
compassions and caring for others vanishes, and in their
place come envy, jealousy, greed and cynicism.
It is my belief that we are spiritual beings learning to live in
a human form, not the other way around. In the words of
my comrade Perry Farrell, ‘There have two great unifying
forces in the world, War and professional wrestling... (no
not really!) the other is music.’ And today we are in a war
against war... music is our power.
Through music we can reconnect mind body and spirit.
And reconnect individual souls to the ONE soul. The ONE
that makes us and the Universe complete. We each have our
Reprinted with grateful thanks and permission from Michael Franti.

own ways of getting there which are to be
equally respected and cherished, but we are
all longing and reaching for the ONE.
In these struggles sometimes the toughest
thing to do is not to be controlled by all
the dehumanizing forces that are out there.
Sometimes, the hardest thing is to just laugh,
cry, scream, dance, shake, moan, sigh, make
love, breathe, fart, and follow your dreams or
whatever. Sometimes the hardest things are
to simply, STAY HUMAN!!!!!
For more info:
www.spearheadvibrations.com
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Posted on www.scratchonline.ca
by Ian Potapoff — I’ve met Swollen Member, they were nice.
Moka Only gave me his water bottle and he signed it. Mad Dog told me
off and Ja almost gave me his belt!
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Ravinder Saini

Joe Goodell

Caeri Bridge
Yes. I’m tone deaf
so I don’t play an
instrument, but when
I listen to music it
either makes me
happy or makes me
laugh so I’m always in
a good mood.

Keshia Janum
Yes. It puts me in a
good mood and allows
me to block out what
my parents have to say.

By DJ Hoolahoop,
29, Nelson

Yes. Because when
you are driving two
whole hours in the
morning you really
need music.

Top 10

dance
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1

Stars on 45 #3

2
3
4

Gotta go home

5
6

Roller skatin date

7
8

Good times

9

Georgy Porgy

10
Art by Arin Ringwald, 22, Kaslo

Yes. Because it is
relaxing and soothing
and calming. It helps
me do homework
better.

(hey its a bit cheezy but it still
works after all these years)
– Boney M

That’s the way I like it
– KC and the Sunshine Band (remix)

Double dutch bus
– Freddie James
– Peaches and Herb

Lets start the dance
– Bohannon
– Chic

Take the boogie home
– Le Pamplemousse
– Toto

Wanna be startin’
something’
– Michael Jackson
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Independent
Radio
The time I wrote this story,

Trisha Elliott, 26, Nelson

I tuned in to Kootenay
Coop Radio (KCR) via the
internet. I was treated to a
Celtic bag-pipe song on the
“Nomad Program” that was
followed by another Celtic
song, a Spanish flamenco
song and a description of an
Umu Sangari song.
At the same time on BKR,
I heard a soft-hit song,
and an old Madonna
song, separated
by six different
souped-up ads
(including Telus
Mobility and
McDonalds.)
Although both
stations have
advertising, KCR likes
to call it sponsorship.
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“We like to think that the
[business sponsors] are in support of what we
are doing,” says Terry Brennan, the station’s
operations manager.
Don’t expect to hear sound effects either.
According to their website, the KCR
sponsorship scripts are “read in a calm, sedate,
unperturbed voice without resort to artificial
urgency or pointless giddiness.”
KCR is owned and operated by members,
and is cooperatively incorporated.
“We are not at the mercy of sponsors,”
explains Zoe Chreiton, who was one of
the key members of the founding board of
directors and a former station manager. “We
are not in the business of selling listeners to
our advertisers, we just please listeners with
our programming.”
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KCR came to be with extreme perseverance.
In 1996, a group of dedicated people
(including Zoe) turned a floating idea
into action. This involved extensive
market research, a couple of short-term
broadcasts, and a 40-page application
process laid out by the CRTC.
“We had to prove we could raise
$100,000 per year. We had to include
letters of community support and detailed
programming information,” says Zoe.

Today you can tune in to 93.5 FM and get KCR
within a 30 KM radius of Nelson, and a signal expansion
is currently being planned for the Slocan Valley, the East
Shore of Kootenay Lake, and Kaslo. If you are not limited to
conventional radio and you live outside that area, you can tune
in via the internet at www.kootenaycoopradio.com.
KCR is membership driven and volunteer-run. If you buy
a membership you can support the continuation of “a daily
morning local public affairs program, radio dramas, international
public affairs shows, children’s stories, a variety of non-English
programs, youth programs, and music ranging from classical to
punk rock, electronic to bluegrass, and roots to jazz”
Say you don’t mind Christina Aguilerra and Nike ads. Why is
independent radio important?
“On a local scale, we promote community building
and give a voice to the under-represented,” says Zoe,
“Independent radio allows dialogue and exposes listeners to
ideas and music that don’t get given promotion on commercial
radio.”
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By DJ Lion-S – Sara Spicer,
27, Nelson
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By DJ Hoolahoop,
29, Nelson

first thing
every young
aspiring DJ should
know is that if they want to be a DJ, they need
to invest roughly $2000-$2500 on the following
equipment: 2 turntables, a mixer, headphones
and amp, and some speakers are gonna’ cost you
roughly $2000-$2500, depending of course on the
brand of equipment you want. Technics are the
industry standard.

DJ?

What should aspiring young female DJ’s know?
I remember a time when there were rarely any girl
DJ’s. The DJ scene has been male dominated for
years. But in recent years, more and more women
have stepped up to the decks all over the world,
including right here in the Columbia Basin.
What is it like to be a female DJ?
It seems that that female DJ’s have a special bond
amongst themselves and they generally have a certain
advantage when it comes to packing a club or party
especially when they play together like at Meow
Mix. With six beautiful girl DJ’s promoting a night
you’re bound to pack the place.
Advice? If you feel a passion for anything in
particular, do not be afraid. Just go for it! Make your
dreams happen.

Oh yeah, then comes the never ending cost of
records. A single record can run you up to 15-20
bucks so you need about 30-40 of them to have
a set. That’s about 500 bucks. And after you play
them a few times you will find you NEED more.
This is where you turn into a vinyl junkie. Now
you need to find out what style of music you want
to play. This is where you can tone down the cost
of your records unless you want to play every style
then you better have a lot of money.
Now truly there is no way to teach someone how
to DJ. An individual must go out and see a DJ or a
few in action and watch. The best way to learn is
to buy all the gear and lock yourself in a room and
just go at it for hours at a time. There really isn’t a
right way or a wrong way to DJ it’s just your way.
You have to ask yourself do I want to scratch my
records and do tricks and stunts or do I want to
make people dance? Or do I wanna’ do both? This
is something you might want to know before you
start buying records. Some really good books for
the beginning DJ’s are, “How to DJ right” and
“Last night a DJ saved my life.”

Art by Kate Thom, 18, Nelson
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It all started

with a love

The Columbia Basin has always been known for

having a flourishing art scene despite its minimal
population. The sense of community in this tight-knit
area is amazing, and there is no better example of this
than the Shambhala Music Festival in Salmo.
This three-day festival has grown from a small, private
party for friends and family, to an internationally
recognized event which draws thousands of people from
all over the world.
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“It just keeps flourishing despite all odds,” said Corrine
Zawaduk, main organizer of Shambhala. “It has become an entity
unto itself.”
The Shambhala Music Festival runs from August 13-15, and
showcases DJ’s, artists and musicians from all over the world. The
show itself is organized and managed by Kootenay residents, and
has the feeling of a family run affair.
“We are all like a big, weird family,” said Zawaduk. “We work
together despite our differences; it’s our differences that make us
more creative.”

It all started when Corrine and her brother Jimmy started throwing
dinner theatres in Nelson. Jimmy became so interested in music
and sound systems that he decided to dedicate him self to it full
time.
The first Shambhala brought in 400 people, and everybody was
pleased. The next festival brought 800, the one after that 1,600. It
kept on snowballing and growing until last year, which brought a
grand total of 5,500 people to the tiny town of Salmo, B.C. This all
happened in six years.
“It’s the quality of the people that makes this show such a success,”
she said. “Our paying customers are good quality and the people
running the show are good quality, so we’re all on the same page.”
Establishing and maintaining a good reputation was also a big part
of their success.
“It spread like wildfire through word of mouth, people care so
much about the show that they tell their friends,” explained
Corrine. “We hardly ever had any press, or advertising, and we
don’t take on any corporate sponsorship.”
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Reprinted with permission.

By Santosh Lalonde, 24,
traveling the Columbia Basin with his guitar

for parties
and music

As an independently financed and organized
event, Shambhala stands out because it is
constantly growing. This upcoming season will
be full of new changes.
There will be creative workshops, fashion
shows, lantern parades, hot-air balloon rides,
massage tables and much more. There will also
be an entire stage dedicated to live jam bands
and local instrumental acts. This is a big change
for Shambhala, which usually features mainly
electronic music.
Many people have benefited from Shambhala.
Aspiring musicians have gained the exposure
and confidence they needed to succeed from
this festival. Stage managers and lighting
specialists have gained the valuable life
experience and networking opportunities they
needed to make the next step in their career.
Shambhala also brings mass amounts of revenue
to the Kootenay valley, especially Salmo.
“The people of Salmo were against Shambhala
at first, now it brings so much money to
town that they treat us like mini-celebrities,”
Zawaduk laughed.
For whatever reasons, Shambhala has certainly
become the fastest growing, most talked about
festival in B.C.’s interior.

www.sha m bhal a mu sicfestival .c om
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By Brett Cook,
16, Elkford

Why

blame y metal

Heavy metal music does not turn teenagers

into depressed psycho, serial killers, cause
teenagers to commit suicide, or tell them
to shoot up their school because of their
problems. I have listened to heavy metal bands
such as Pantera, Slayer, Mudvayne, Slipknot, and
many others for a long time, and I don’t want
to kill my parents or slaughter people that have
mistreated me or given me a hard time. These
are just negative stereotypes given to heavy
metal music, their bands, and their listeners.
Heavy metal has been the scapegoat for many
things that have occurred in our generation. Do
people really believe that kids will stop killing
themselves and their classmates if the bands that
sing about these events didn’t exist? Suicide
was around long before heavy metal and
Judas Priest hit the music scene in
the 70’s. Judas Priest was accused of
putting subliminal messages in their
music. For example, in one of the
band’s songs, the lyrics are “Beyond
the realm of death.” Critics of heavy
metal believed that reversed the
lyrics said, “ I took my life.” People
believed that messages like these caused
two teenagers to kill themselves. I find it
hard to believe that Judas Priest along with
other metal bands, were trying to kill their fans.
Also, look at the Columbine shootings. Marilyn
Manson was given the blame for that one even
though the two shooters did not even listen to
Marilyn Manson.

heav music?
noticed. The parents didn’t even notice what their child was
up to. But the people over looked that detail and the majority
of the blame was placed on the shoulders of heavy metal. I
think it’s totally ridiculous.
I will be the first person to admit that heavy metal isn’t
exactly the happiest music. It’s not N*Sync singing about
their women problems or good old Britney Spears singing
about how she wants to become some guy’s sex slave. Metal
singers are singing about life in the real world. Life in the real
world isn’t as happy or peaceful as we all wish it were.
Metal singers will produce ear splitting and
tormented screams, and the fans will
understand and appreciate them.
When singers like Phil Anselmo of
Pantera, Corey Taylor of Slipknot,
and Chad of Mudvayne sing
about acts of vengeance, battles
with suicide and drugs, they
are not encouraging the use
of them. They are saying they
know how we feel and we are
not alone in, “A World So Cold.”
Some people are frightened by the
sound of the music or by the sound
of the vocalist and out of pure ignorance,
will conclude they are talking about Satan or acts
of violence and suicide.

Our society
seems to need
to place the
blame on
something.

Our society seems to need to place the
blame on something. Heavy metal seems
to be the easiest explanation. What about the
parents? Where were they when their child
was sitting alone in his room plotting his
death or the death of a classmate or staff of the
school? Why didn’t they make time to check
on their son or daughter in his time of need?
There was one incident where a teen used his
father’s tools to customize a shotgun so it could
fit easily into his trench coat without being

If anything, heavy metal makes me feel secure about who I
am and what I like. Also, it tells us it is ok to go against what
is considered normal by most. Many songs promote the idea
that it is ok to be yourself instead of trying to mold yourself
to fit into the newest trends.
People in this world should try and be more open-minded
and not judge heavy metal and its listeners by unfair
stereotypes. I am proud that I listen to heavy metal music.
Listening to metal has given me the belief that I can face
my fears and be my own person. I can have my own
opinions and I am allowed to express them. I am also willing
to argue this point to the bitter end. I am a proud and loyal
“metal head,” and I will be a metal head to the end.
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j u st

h oware ou,
y
old musically
speaking?
By Trisha Elliott, 26, Nelson

CD’s, tapes, records and 8-tracks.Your first album was in one of these forms. Music can definitely date us in more
ways than one, and this quiz is proof. Circle your answers and check them down below.
a. The camera that hangs on
PM Dawn’s neck
b. A hit song by Parliament
c. A founder of big-afro rappin’

2. What band decided it
was a ‘Creep’?
a. Portishead
b. Radiohead
c. Motörhead

3. What happened to
Milli Vanilli?
a. This popular Italian dish became
faux pas when it was found that
the sauce was made of bat blood.
b. Rob Pilatus buckled under the
pressure of becoming a mockery
and died of a pill/booze overdose.
c. They now work doing jingles for
Disney.

If most of your correct answers were
A: You are between the ages
of 10-20.
You are the music industry’s darling.
You watch MuchMusic and the Pepsi
commercials are geared towards you.
You prefer jeans that show your
underwear and you can stay up for
three nights in a row without getting
tired.You think Duran Duran is a
Hawaiian bird of prey.
If most of your correct answers were
B: You are between the ages
of 20 - 30.
You hate to admit it, but you prefer
MuchMoreMusic. The diaper and baby
formula ads are geared towards you (so
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4. Sk8er Boi is....
a. a hit song by a girl punk
look-alike
b. an error message that comes
up on my computer screen
c. a song by Nelly

5. Cleanin’ out my Closet
is a song by…
a. Eminem
b. Van Halen
c. Nickleback

6. Robert Palmer’s video
‘Addicted to Love’
featured…
a. Numerous monkeys eating
bananas
b. Numerous scooters with
numerous lady drivers
c. Numerous ladies with red
lipstick

why haven’t you procreated yet?)
Your jeans are low enough on your
hips to be cool, but high enough to
cover your underwear.

If most of your correct answers were
C: You are between the ages
of 30 - 40.
There are special programs on
MuchMoreMusic for you under
the category of ‘retro’. During these
shows there are ads for “will kits.”
You know that some girl named
Britney is in the news because
she got caught kissing Madonna.
You’re jeans are hiked above the
belly button, but you’re still cooler
than most people your age because

7. Combat Rock is an
album by:
a. The Cure
b. Nelly Furtado
c. The Clash

8. What’s Luv? is a song
by Ashanti and…
a. Fat Joe
b. Skinny Jim
c. Ugly Mug

9. What kind of hair
did Soul Asylum’s lead
singer have in the video
‘Runaway Train’?
a. None. He was bald.
b. Dreads
c. A blue
perm

you’re reading
SCRATCH ‘zine.

Answers:
1. c
2. b
3. b
4. a
5a
6. c
7. c
8. a
9. b

1. Grand Master Flash is...

If your correct
answers included
A’s, B’s and C’s:
You were guessing, or
you watch so much TV
that you’re not even in
one marketing group.
You catch all the ads, and watch
BOTH music stations.You are
ageless.You wear jogging pants.
With all that music pop culture
knowledge, I suggest you get off
the couch, and make your own
quiz.
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Top 10

steps to bring

n
w
o
t
r
a band or DJ to you
By Sara Spicer
(DJ Lion-S), 27, Nelson

1
2

3
4

Find a suitable venue.
Figure out who you want to
book and if you don’t have
contact info for them, you
might be able to search them
out on the internet.
Make sure who you decide to
bring is going to draw a crowd
so you don’t lose your shirt.
Make sure you have all the
money up front before you
even start organizing your event
and never rely on ticket sales to
cover you costs. This is VERY
IMPORTANT. You need to
be professional and if the show
does not break even, contracts
STILL need to be honoured.

5

Negotiate with artists and
lock down a deal that fits your
budget, taking venue capacity
etc. into consideration.

6

Sign a contract to confirm the
show and to make sure you can
get all the required gear and
tech rider for the show.

7

Apply for a work permit if the
artist is from another country.

8

Make posters and get them out
where everyone can see them.

9
10

Promote! Promote! Promote!
Have a great party and make
sure to take really good care of
the artist/band. They are the
stars of the show!

Art by Vanessa Feller, 15, Nelson

Check out page 23 for a list of upcoming festivals.

By
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m

Is it all right with you if people
download free music illegally off the

ere

music streeter
,I
Bram
Rossman

nv

internet?

Adam Koenig,
Invermere
The internet offers
an inexpensive vessel for
starting artists to promote
their work but if people
have no conscience about
downloading music frequently
and excessively the artists will
lose in the end.

Kliff Wight,
Invermere
Jen Henschel,
Invermere
It is wrong, but if you actually
like the music you will go out
and buy it.

It’s good to a certain extent
because nobody wants to pay
for music but at the same time
if you don’t buy music the
artists won’t be able to afford
to make new music.
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let’s pretend

we ’re in a

band!

The all-girl band from Fernie,
Just Below Freezing, turned
their dream of being a band into
reality. Halli Welsh, 18, Kerri
Hughes, 19, Erika Leppard,
18 and Julia Weber, 18,
didn’t let a lack of instruments,
or talent, keep them off the
stage. www.geocities.com/
justbelowfreezing
Photo by Keya White,
25, Fernie

It started at the Fernie Arts Station. I guess it

was a combination of things, growing up and
growing out of pop stars and their tacky hold,
experiencing new scenes and the growth and
change of my interests. It was Grade 10. It
was Tegan and Sara at the Fernie Arts Station,
and that was where it began.
I sat and listened to Tegan and Sara perform. I
enjoyed the music but even more so I enjoyed
the atmosphere and the ideas and the feelings.
The room was packed, more crowded than it
has been to this day and the air was energy
full. I started thinking, ‘I want to be in a
band. I could be in a band. I’m going
to be in a band.’ And that was it.
The next day I told my friends, I tried
to convey the feeling I had caught when
entering that room contagious with energy
the evening before. I guess it worked, we
all got really excited and pumped up for
whatever was going to come, growing more
and more stoked off of each other’s own
excited vibe.
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We didn’t have any instruments. Okay, so one acoustic
guitar between the four of us, and four keyboards -but who
plays keyboard in a punk band? The instrument thing would be
a minor setback, and from there we started looking for a name,
and of course starting a website. Give us a break, we had just
come out of a gross Grade 10 pop scene - at least we did escape.
It took a year, the best part of that year being Christmas.
Friend A bought a very cheap electric guitar and a baby amp
in the summer, Friend B and I received, respectively, a fender
strat electric guitar and a bass guitar for Christmas. Friend
C worked very hard all year to afford a $1500 set of drums.
Finally we were set! Except one thing, Friend C, the drummer,
couldn’t drum yet and Friend A couldn’t change chords. The last
drawback, could we do it?
Of course! It didn’t take long, and soon we were playing, and
that’s what mattered. We were going to be famous. We played
at church, we played at elementary schools, we played at punk
shows and we played in a basement where at the end of every
practice the respective Dad would tell us that we better play
some honky tonk if we ever plan to get anywhere.
Even though I can’t say we ever got close to being good, what
we had learned by the end of Grade 12 was that although we
may never become “famous” (ha ha) the experiences have been
a lot of fun, the people we met have become friends and the
memories that we made will stay forever.
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the Music

–

f arelationship
shion

Music is one of the major influences on fashion

Tr isha Ell
iott, 26, N
elson

“ The Hillbilly ”
Name: Aron Jones
From: Beasley
Current Favourite Band: Mountain Water Boys.
Do you play any instruments? “The Banjo.”
Are you in a hillbilly band? “Yes, the Lurkers at

the Threshhold.”

“The Breakbeat DJ”

“The Washed-up Rocker”

Name: Jaimie Yocom

Name: Paddy Duddy

From: Nelson’s North Shore

From: Nelson

Current Favourite DJ’s: Plump DJ, Freeworm.

Current Favourite Bands: Personality Crisis,

Do you play any instruments? “I DJ, play guitar,

Poison Idea, Black Flag, Disfear, and Zeke.

banjo, drums, percussion, I have a recording studio.”

Do you play any instruments? “I play bass and

What is the most important fashion accessory
for someone of your kind? “I am the furthest

sing for Circle the Wagons, guitar for Little Big
Mike, and drums for BC/DC”

thing from fashion so I would have to say my
headphones.”

What is the most important fashion accessory
for someone of your kind? “A chain wallet.”

If your outfit came from a famous musician’s
closet, who’s would it be? “Mr. Rogers.”

If your outfit came from a famous musician’s
closet, who’s would it be? “Neil Young.”

DJ Parting Comment:

Washed-up
Rocker Parting
Comment:

or

Pu

t

ec

today. It’s what Britney is to the belly and what
Avril is to the pokey leather bracelets. Or was that
Shania for the belly and the Sex Pistols for the
pokey leather bracelets?
One thing is for sure,
dle o n t
n ee
he
it’s hard to be
e
r
th
original. And one
more thing is for
sure. Sometimes
you CAN judge
a book by it’s
cover, or at least
a CD by it’s
liner notes.
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“American culture hit
rock bottom with
the ‘hillbilly’ and
we’ve been trying
to recover ever
since.”

What is the most important fashion accessory
for someone of your kind? “A straw hat.”
If your outfit came from a famous musician’s
closet, who’s would it be? “I don’t know, I

don’t have a TV.”
Hillbilly Parting
Comment:

“American culture
peaked with the
‘hillbilly’, and it’s
been downhill ever
since.”

“Someday the
mountain might
get me... but the
law never will.”
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Here’s at

By Claire Philipson, 23, Nelson

wh

Entertainment Editor for the
Express Community Newspaper

I think!

IEWS
V
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Field of
Screams

You may

After playing together as Sweet Cherry Rig
for about a year and a half, lead vocalist Hayley
Krevel, lead guitarist Dave Ronald, bass player
Ryan Jones and drummer Ben Chase, decided
to shift the focus of their music, tweak the genre
they were working with and reinvent their
sound. About a year ago, a new heavier and
more alternative sound started pouring out of
the band’s speakers, and Screamfield was on the
map.
Along with the new name and the decision to
shift their stylistic focus, came a spring cleaning
of their repertoire. Working on nailing a totally
unique and unified musical focus, Screamfield
is writing all new songs, and re-vamping their
repertoire of covers, drawing on all different
material.
After all this modification, Screamfield’s sound
is both eclectic and concentrated, “it’s a little
bit of funk a lot of vocal soul and it’s heavy
on the rock and roll. Stylistically, it contains a
lot of messages,” said Krevel. As the primary
lyricist and the member who forges the deepest
connection with the crowd, Krevel puts a lot
of weight into the lyrics. “It’s very eclectic,” she
said, listing honesty, acceptance, and breaking
the mold as some of the issues her songs focus
on. Screamfield anticipates getting back into the
groove of extensive touring that they undertook
as Sweet Cherry Rig in the very near future.
The band hopes to introduce their new sound
at Indiefest in Kelowna, so be sure to check
them out.

fun
k
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Post a review of your favourite band at www.scratchonline.ca.

eclectic

recognize
the four
players who
make up Screamfield – the group is the new
incarnation of pop band Sweet Cherry Rig.

Nelson
ipson, 23,
il
h
P
e
ir
la
C
Photo by
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Cypha.nex steps up the hip-hop sound

It’s difficult to come up with a label to describe Cypha.

nex because their mission is to make music that pushes
the boundaries of hip-hop in every direction. The roots
of Cypha.nex are composed of MC/DJ mélange State of
Mind,Vs., Digs and Bryx. During live shows and on their
albums though, the conglomerate is stepped up to include
Chris Chattan on the stand-up bass and Noah Waller on
percussion, amidst a mixture of other collaborators.
Their sound is based on hip-hop but actually resides outside
of it “because we refuse to be formulaic” State of Mind said.
According to State of Mind and Vs., the sound of Cypha.
nex is “somewhere close to Timberland vs. Squarepusher.”
Cypha.nex doles out conscious rhymes that champion
personal mental freedom above all else, through music
that sways freely from party pumping beats to a digital
nightmare within the canvas of a single song. The boys
of Cypha.nex strive to engage and assess a whole gamut
of issues from multiple perspectives. “We try to convey a
conscious message without getting caught in the formula
of political correctness, without being afraid of, or going
out of our way to offend,” said State of Mind.
Cypha.nex has two albums due out this summer, an
instrumental and a lyrical one. Keep your eyes peeled for
their albums and tour dates in your community.
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s o you

By Nygil Goggins,
Castlegar

want to buy a car?
Should
I buy or
Lease?

There are many great deals to be had on used

cars. Being patient and informed can put you in
the right place at the right time.
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Ask yourself:
How much do you have to spend?
What do you need the vehicle for?
What’s available?
What vehicles are reliable?
What vehicles are fuel efficient? (That will save you
money and reduce greenhouse gas emissions because
you’ll be burning less fossil fuel.)

Getting Started
Start looking in the classifieds, car dealerships, and auto
trader magazines. This will give you an idea of what is
available in your price range. Ask your local auto insurance
provider for a copy of “Buying a Used Vehicle.” If you
are buying a vehicle privately this is a must have reference.
Check out these websites for more info.
www.lemonaidcars.com
www.autofacts.ca
www.buycar.ca
www.canadianblackbook.com
If you are going to buy a used vehicle privately, get
the “Buying a Used Vehicle” guide and follow the
outlined steps. Remember that most people selling a
vehicle are trying to get as much as they can for it. There
are advantages to buying from a certified auto
dealer, like a warranty, and the fact that
the dealer is required by law, to know
the vehicle’s history (Was it in an
accident?). But the added security
by buying from a dealer will be
factored into the cost.

Buying
When the time comes to make an offer,
be confident and don’t feel cheap, negotiating
a price is a part of the buying process. Remember, the
seller wants to sell that vehicle. Try to get the best deal
that you can.
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Garbage
• Pack it in. Pack it out!
• Burn paper products with strong odours
to avoid attracting animals, or seal them
in zip-lock bags but avoid burning plastics.

Human Waste

Backco

untry

T i Ps
Leave
NO Trace

Transportation
• Mountain biking has less impact than motorized
bikes but hiking is even better.
• Use existing trails. Don’t bushwhack.

By Trisha Elliott, 26, Nelson

• Use outhouses if they exist.
• If they don’t’, dig a hole 6 inches into the soil, at least 300
metres from a water source
(creeks, rivers, or lakes).
• Bury your toilet paper and excrement well
to hide it from other hikers, avoid attracting
animals, and to aid in the biodegrading process.

Setting up Camp
• Camp where others have before.
• Pick natural clearings.
• Do not set up camp on game trails and move your
camp often to avoid disrupting wildlife
• Tie your food up high in a tree, far away from your tent.
A garbage bear is likely a dead bear.

Fires
• Avoid campfires and bring a modern gas cook stove instead.
• If you do have a fire, use existing fire rings when possible.
• If you must make a new fire ring, avoid places close to
overhanging trees.
• Make a high fire ring of stones to cut down on wind.
• When gathering, take wood from a wide area to spread
out the impact.
• Never light fires in the alpine. This is an extremely
sensitive area with a slow recovery time for damaged
plants and wood is very scarce.

Hunting & Gathering
• Take only what you need. Will you really appreciate that
pretty rock when it’s in a drawer at your house?
• If you’re going to hunt or fish, get a license.
(a portion of the cost goes to conservation)
• Gather berries, plants, etc. from a wide area.
• Never take all of one plant in a patch. Leave some so
they can regenerate, and feed the wildlife.

in the

backcountry
By James Mulvey, 19, Winlaw

How would you describe your perfect

backcountry trip? An epic expedition
through forest cathedrals and snowcapped mountains? Trekking to a glacier
lake, sleeping under the stars and feeling
at peace with nature and the outside vast
world? And then a triumphant descent to
civilization. Returning home to have a
hot bath, a three course meal, and properly
dispose of the human excrement and
garbage in your backpack.
The last part of a trip is the detail most
outdoor magazines don’t feature in their
glossy photos and romantic descriptions of
wild land adventure. But as it stands right
now, every person who ventures into B.C.
provincial parks and wild land is responsible
for themselves including all the waste they
bring or produce out in the wild.
Of course no one will catch you if you
don’t, but contrary to corporate beliefs, the
mountains and forests of British Columbia
are not a giant amusement park with free
rides and attractions. As British Columbians
we are lucky. Few other areas in the world
still have such high caliber, large wilderness
areas. Let’s keep it that way.
This season, SCRATCH challenges you
to leave no trace when you venture out
into the backcountry. Post your best
backcountry stories on a discussion board
at www.scratchonline.ca. Tell us how
you left no trace.
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“At first I thought I should do something more

Trisha Elliott,
26, Nelson

Biz

reliable,” says Gilles Parenteau, “but when you’ve
got it in your blood, you’ve just gotta do it.”

If this is the
case, I would
suggest you get
to know this
man.

Gilles is living proof that you can make a living as a
musician, and you can even do it right here in the
Columbia Basin.

Remember that
little ditty playing
behind the Super
Mario Brothers
Nintendo game?
A niche that is hot
these days, is video
game music.

Not that he didn’t have to leave in the past: In his
thirty-year stint as a musician, he’s played in 26
countries doing every kind of gig from cruise ships
to fashion shows. His styles include pop, classical,
jazz, rhythm and blues, rock, and jazz-fusion.

At the time of this interview, he was busy putting together a
clinic/concert called “Virtual Symphony.” In this production,
he planned to play a John William’s score using six keyboards,
live with no sequencing.
While keeping his hands in all of these projects, he also
manages to work as a coordinator and instructor for the
Selkirk College’s Contemporary Music and Technology
Program in Nelson. This is the definition of a music ‘man in
the know.’

Q.

You have a guitar. You love your guitar. You would
marry it if you could but that’s just weird. How
do you get started?

A.

You need to learn the basics of how to read music, play,
and sing. These days there is software that can do a lot of
the work for you, but it’s the knowledge that separates
you from the hackers.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.
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Now you really know your instrument. What’s next?
You have to find your niche but be able to adapt to new
trends. Learn the traditional skills and the looping and
sequencing software. Then make a website to display your
work.
Is it who you know or what you know?
It’s always who you know but then you need to deliver
the goods.

Photo by Bri Price, 17, Nelson

The man is even in there with everybody’s
favourite public broadcaster the CBC, scoring
over 100 television episodes and winning CBC’s
Best Song of the Year Award in 1990.

Get the skills!
The Selkirk College music program can
teach you how to get into the music biz.
While many music programs in B.C. tend
to focus on classical teachings, Selkirk turnsout the “Self-Producing-Musician”, with
emphasis on technology that will aid the
budding entrepreneur. (www.selkirk.bc.ca).
If you want more information, contact
other colleges, universities or check out
these options.
The Columbia Academy
www.columbia-academy.com/
Douglas College
www.douglas.bc.ca/
Mount Royal Institute
www.mountroyalconservatory.com/
Nicola Valley Institute of Technology
(250) 378-3305
Vancouver Academy of Music
(604) 734 2301
Victoria Conservatory of Music
www.vcm.bc.ca/
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There’s
By Keya
White,
25, Fernie

The days are

LoTs

to do !

getting longer, the temperatures are getting warmer and the
variety of festivals and events taking place over the next few
months reflect how great it is to live in the Columbia Basin.
Here are just a few of the music festivals coming soon. For
more listings: www.kootenays-bc.com
The Mountain Beats & Blues Festival
(Revelstoke): June 25–26
www.mountainbeats.ca info@revelstokecc.bc.ca
It’s a blues festival with free camping headlining Energy
Orchestra, Jordan Cook and Recipe From a Small Planet
and many more.
Whatshan Lake Music Festival (Nakusp): July 9
www.whatshan.com/Music_festival.htm
A family event, starting Friday at 4 p.m. and ending
Sunday afternoon.

Top 1
0

things to do

while traveling

by Greyh ou nd

bus

Posted on scratchonline.ca by Britz

1

Make a fortress of blankets and pillows
in the back seat (you know...the one
with THREE seats)

2

Start a conversation with someone
beginning with ‘you know, after they
released me from the institution...’

3

Go on a religious, political, conspiracy
or anti-drug rant, capturing the
attention of everyone on the bus.

4

Mountain Run Off Festival (Golden): July 9–11
www.go2rockies.com/events.htm 1-800-663-4653
williams@goldenbritishcolumbia.com
An exciting weekend filled with many events for all ages
to enjoy. The highlight of the weekend will be an outdoor
music festival on the Saturday evening.

Convince someone you don’t know to
buy you breakfast each morning.

5

Make up fictional stories, then tell them
to people as if they’re true. make sure
these stories have extremely outrageous
things in them, such as fictional
creatures, and historical figures.

Streetfest in Nelson, July 16–18
www.streetfest.bc.ca 250-352-7188
It’s free and very entertaining. Catch international and local
performers on Baker Street. Magicians, musicians, mimes,
comedians, the list goes on.You won’t believe your eyes.
And when you’re done check out the vendors galore.

6
7

Fake an illness.

If you know about a great event or festival share it.
Post it on www.scratchonline.ca.

8

Suddenly scream ‘there’s something on
the wing of the plane!!!’

9

With a friend, find some buckets to
wear as hats and re-enact a war, any war.

10

Constantly go to the front of the
bus, asking the driver to change the
temperature, complaining loudly all the
way up the aisle.

Tell people you’re taking the bus to
Japan (or somewhere overseas).

Still looking for something to do?
Try winning tickets to Shambhala!
See page 5 for details.
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Art by Eden Marie Lindhorst,
16, Creston
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Artist

Making
it
as an

up and we are headed somewhere new for
a job.

Introducing Tyler
Toews, 26 and Steven
Skolka, 23. They are the
two halves that make up
Spectra Artworks, a mural
painting company based
out of Passmore. And they
are making it as artists.

Q.
A.

Q.

What’s the hardest thing about
earning a living as an artist?

A.

Looking at a 1000 square ft blank
wall and realizing, “Hey I don’t even
know what I’m doing!” The work is not
year round so you usually have to work
another job like us.You have to really have good business
skills and be able to market yourself too. I never would
have thought math class would pay off.

Describe what you paint?
We are inspired by everything around us,
we live in a pretty amazing place for that.
We have painted probably 20-30 murals
throughout B.C. and Alberta.

Q.

What’s the best thing about working as
an artist?

A.

We are both stoked because it is a dream
to be working with your best friend at
something that you are very passionate
about. We both love painting and because it
is our job we are totally focused on it. My
favourite part is when our truck is all loaded

By Steven Skolka,
23 Passmore

Q.

What are the most important things for other
young artists to know?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Wisdom is better than silver and gold. Follow your dreams.
Can you make a living as an artist and live here?
We live here but get jobs throughout western Canada.
How do you sell your art and what tips do you have?
We have a website, digital and print brochures. Every
mural we do is giant billboard promoting us, so that helps
too. Despite all the marketing we do, word of mouth and
repeat clients is still our biggest seller.
Check out their website at www.spectraartworks.com
Photo by Kathy Kiel,
24, Nelson

Steven
Skolka, 23, and
Tyler Toews, 26, of Spectra
Artworks put the finishing touches on a
mural they’ve created in the pool area
at the Prestige Inn in Nelson.
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HurrY
e
n
i
l
uP! the D e a d is coming!
Did you know the Columbia Basin Trust supports youth
projects that address community social and environmental
issues? It’s true. If you’ve got an idea, you’ve got until
June 11, 2004 to apply for grants up to $500. Get your
ideas down on an application form now! Apply on-line at
www.scratchonline.ca or pick up an application from
CBT’s website at www.cbt.org. What are you waiting for?
If you miss this deadline try again next time.

Have you got

?

something to say

Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) is looking for youth between
the ages of 15-29 interested in a cool opportunity. We’re
looking for people to get involved with the Youth Advisory
Committee. All you have to do is have an opinion on issues
important to youth and be willing to share it. C’mon, make
a difference.You will learn leadership skills, meet other youth
and make contacts around the Columbia Basin. Find out
more on-line at www.scratchonline.ca under About
Us. The deadline to apply is June 28, 2004.
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SCRATCH This Issue
The next issue of SCRATCH will hit the streets
in early 2005. We’re always looking for young
writers, artists and photographers. Submit
your writing and images on-line or become a
SCRATCH reporter and take on an assignment
for the next issue. Like the 80s band Blondie
said, “Call me on the line. Call me any, any
time. Call me.” Lynne Betts 1-800-505-8998
or bettsetc@shaw.ca.

www.scratchonline.ca
There are great links to Basin job postings and
links to sites that are constantly updated at
www.scratchonline.ca/
view_opportunities.php
Do you have an event you want to publicize
for FREE? Tell scratchonline.ca what’s
going on in your area of the Basin! Remember
you can post your jobs or events or conferences
FREE at www.scratchonline.ca.

Win a digital
c

!

amera

Enter the Basin
Youth Choice
Awards
2004 @ w w w.s
c rat ch o n li ne
.c a.
Enter by June
15, 2004

Scratchonline.ca is a user-driven site, so
we rely on you to make it interesting! Post your
stuff, start a discussion, list your organization in
the directory, get involved!

For information on these and any
other programs offered by the
Columbia Basin Trust call
1-800-505-8998 or visit www.cbt.org.
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the life of

consumerist
scu
m

I need more technology

I can’t feel it killing me
What I eat just ain’t quite right
All I feel is that I’m white

By J
er
17, N emy Bro
w
ew D
enve n,
r

scum

I wear a suit and drive a car
All fruit I eat is in a bar
Packaging’s the way for me
Home isn’t home without T.V.
Watch me as I sit and drool
My drool, it cools, it forms a pool
My tongue, it lays and lolls about
I have three fruit flies on my snout
And yet you do not hear me shout,
Hear me whimper, Hear me pout
Then commercials wake me up
When I rise I knock my cup
Look at me- my life’s disaster
Consumerism made it faster
Now I sit and take up space
They say that mine’s a special case
My bed pan isn’t ever full
Soon the nurse will come and pull
My plug.

the

celestial

h a mp e
Coli
n
Cran Lindell
, 19,
broo
k

r

they say:

the universe will expand forever
or fall back in upon itself
or even out and sit where it is
but no one wants to wait
long enough to find out
everyone wants to be the soap
in the washing machine that is the world
you hope at least you are part of the clothes
really you are just the dirty water
getting drained out into
the eternity of warm sewage
clinging to the tattered threads
grateful spin cycle hasn’t hit
a laundry load of crusty socks
you can see it trying to twist itself clean
a spiral mix glowing dust and rocks
but still we clutch to dirtiness and Earth
while the whole universe
is agitating

Art by Heather Hines, 19, Invermere
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of

Mu sic
the roads

I climb into the rickety old Volkswagen van

with the other 11 or so passengers. The rust
has eaten away at the edges of our wagon
where it has received the most wear over
the decades of its life. Over the years, various
parts of the van began to be so worn down
that it needed to be replaced. This
had created a unique and humorous
paint job of a mosaic of colours. The
red dirt, pothole ridden road we are
traveling is amidst prickly practically
leafless stunted trees, small shrubs,
rocks, a clear blue sky and a blazing
sun......nothing else is in sight.

of Africa

content squished between a rather large African woman who
is holding her most adorable child on her lap (who has taken
a profound interest in playing with my arm hair), and the
unforgiving uneven metal side of the van making every breath
an uncomfortable conscious effort. We share only one method
of communication, that of body language, leaving me humbly
listening to the melodic dialogues in the
various local languages.

I could not get
away from the
influences of
our dominant
infecting culture.

I’m in a small country in West Africa.
Despite the distance from North
America and Europe, I could not get away
from the influences of our dominant infecting
culture. In Cotonou, the capitol of Benin,
there were Wrangler Jeans, Nestle, cell phones,
Christmas trees and Nike blatantly posted
all over the city or silently present in mud
huts tucked away in the countryside. Moving
hundreds of miles from home to leave all the
comfort and conveniences behind, are now
being brought to me whether I want them
or not.

By Mireille Evans,
22 Castlegar

I am overjoyed in my foreign
surroundings with nothing of familiar
making everything new, exciting and an
opportunity for growth and awareness. I sit
back in silence and absorb my entourage
with great pleasure.

The African drumming fades as the song
comes to an end, and the radio is silent for a moment, only
crackles and pops. Then, all of a sudden, Celine Dion’s
That’s the way it is starts to blare out of the sad looking
speakers and I watch as the van freezes all conversation and
transforms itself into a symphony of mouths expelling sounds
that somewhat resemble the lyrics to the well know and loved
song. I couldn’t help but giggle, sigh and sing along as our
instantly created choir went
bounding across
the desolate
countryside.

I desire to get away from it all which has led
me to this trip heading up to the northern
more secluded part of the country,
to a place where it is much
more challenging and less
beneficial for the multimillion
dollar companies to establish
themselves leaving the locals to
live in a more traditional way.
The smell in the van is a mix
of cooked meats, oranges, fried
plantains and an overpowering tang
of sweat that was getting increasingly
stronger as the sun heats our practically
airtight compartment. We are snugly packed
onto the few rows of plastic vinyl seats. I am
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By Joni Morris, 16, Revelstoke

When I was a child, free as the wind,
We had a cabin, perched on a rocky outcrop,
Looking over the fairest lake in this land.
By day, the water was as blue and dark as any sapphire;
By night, it was inky black, the home of terrible monsters
that haunted us in our sleep.
The cabin was old, rickety,
And as strong as if it had been built yesterday.
There were three families;
Five children.
We played all day, in the forest,
in the water, on the rocks, on the dock.
We would play with the frivolity of children
no older than the age of seven.
With dream castles,
play swords,
mountains to climb,
streams to cross,
and a princess to save—
Our only limit was our imagination
and the adults
Who made us come in for lunch.
Happy and hot, we piled into the chairs around the table
Study the food greedily, and dug in
We were sure to gobble it all up.
If we were lucky, there would be a treat after
Our favourite was none other than the sweet,
jiggling,
wobbling,
red,
Jello.
We poked at it with dulled forks,
Giggle as it jiggled
And shovelled it into our mouths.
Happy and full, we left the table
Mouths stained red,
mothers chasing after us with wet cloths
To wipe the sugar from our cheeks.
Laughing, we ran
and, knowing the terrain better, escaped their reach
Returning to our games, where
the red on our cheeks
was the blood of dragons.
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By Carrie Davies, 17, Nelson

It’s Tuesday, nearly three o’clock. It’s cold and
rainy out. The dark, heavy clouds are like
blankets pulled over the world’s head as it
shuts off the alarm and sleeps in.
Everything looks bigger and closer
when I can’t see the sky. When
I look into a blue sky, I’m
looking into something that
never ends. I’m looking at
the universe. I’m bundled
up in the thick, rainy
quilt of the clouds and
I can’t see farther than
a few kilometres, even
when I look up. I’m in a
sanctuary, separated from
the rest of the world.
The raindrops on the grass and
the roof and the cement and the cars
bring them to life. They don’t sit quietly
like mute lumps of metal and earth. The rain
gives them quiet, graceful voices. They sing
like a choir.
Socked in with a thick, soupy fog, I can barely
see Elephant Mountain right in front of me. It
looks like a ghost, conjured out of the ground
by the chorus of the raindrops.
The rain has intensified. The drops are fat
and bouncy, and they fall with a splat by the
trillions all around me. A wet breeze brings
the smell of soggy earth and sweet fall leaves.
Now blue sky is peeking out over Elephant
Mountain, spoiling the white-quilt sky like
an inkblot. Too soon, the rain will stop and
the clouds will drift messily away as the world
throws off its blankets and, still half asleep,
reaches for the coffee.
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party
safe
and

By Dana Welsh, 25, Rossland

stay

It is Friday night - you are getting ready to go out

e
f
a
s

with your friends – when all those “just say no” and “sex is bad” catch
phrases are running through your head and you think to yourself, “has all the
fun gone out of partying?” The answer is no. But you do need to play safe.
The first step to playing safe is wisedecision making. We all know
how to play safe. Use condoms.
But we don’t always make the
right decision especially when
drugs or alcohol are involved. One
of the key components to making
wise choices is learning from the bad
ones that we make. We all need to
ensure that we are capable of being
honest with ourselves and making
the best decisions that we can. This
is what is going to keep us happy
and healthy and safe and make future
parties, shows, and Friday nights all
the more enjoyable.
Whether you are at a club, rave,
house party or whatever - you can
stay safe by adopting the age-old
mantra of “be prepared” because
you are wonderful and lovely and
deserve respect, love and admiration.
Being prepared before you go out should
be the first step in your plan. If sex is on the
agenda be familiar with your safe sex tools,
like condoms and barriers (sometimes called
“dental dams”). Practice with them at home.
Read the instructions that come with them.
Talk to your doctor, nurse, or parents about
how to use them properly. Being comfortable
with your sexual health needs is the first step
to staying safe.
If you are heading out to parties, clubs,
concerts or out in the bush, it is always a good
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idea to have a buddy who will watch your
back.You should never leave your drink alone.
Don’t accept drinks sent over to you. Free
alcohol may sound alluring but it is really
treacherous. Lots of people have been
sexually assaulted after having spiked
drinks from strangers. Trust your
instincts and those basic rules to
keep yourself safe.
Your best bet is to make
the wise decision and make
yourself as safe as possible
so that there can be many
more parties, raves or clubs
to conquer – being your
healthy, wise, self-loving, self.
It happens here!
Date-rape drugs - known
as roofies and liquid X
- are cheap and easy to
find, even here. I asked 20
friends and four said they had unknowingly
been slipped a drug in their drinks. That’s 4/20
young women who would have been victims
if they hadn’t had friends watching their back.
What’s a dental dam?
Dental dams are squares of latex used in
dental work. Makers of latex products have
now created dams (also known as ‘oral dams’)
specifically for safer sex. They protect you, not
only against HIV/AIDS, but also against other
sexually transmitted diseases such as syphilis,
gonorrhea, and mouth to genital herpes.
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last cleaned, Sept
‘99’

Peggy just frowned as she saw the bruise on the
apple, rubbed it on her blouse and threw it into
a paper bag. “That’ll be 73 cents please!”

Toby shook his head so his bangs opened like a curtain

at the ballet show downtown. The only difference was that
there were no nervous mom’s waiting for their little girls to
fumble on stage with pink tutus and red lipstick smeared
up to their noses. The only anticipation was perhaps the
anticipation from the rear view mirror, which had only seen
the empty Saskatchewan road for hours, and now had a clear
view of Toby’s forehead. The sun shone through and soaked
Toby’s skin, like French bread in cheese fondue.
Toby squinted as he passed a green sign about the size of an
elephant cut in half. It read, “Wilkey - 97 km.” This meant
97 kms until he reached a door that finally didn’t have bells
jingle when he opened it, a washroom that didn’t have a
sign that read “last cleaned, Sept ‘99’, and 97 kms until he
could see his brother, most likely in the ‘dead dog’ or ‘dead
tree’ position he copied off his yoga videotape. He could
just imagine the sweat stains clinging to his brother’s
shirt, slowly dripping down to his gold necklace as he
struggled to stay inverted in a headstand. When Toby spent
hours driving his Coca Cola truck thinking of philosophy
(maybe the world is actually flat), his brother spent the
hours with his own philosophy, refusing to wear deodorant
because, “if God could make a heart that just doesn’t
stop pumping, you’d think God could make some sort of
instrument to avoid the stench of armpits.”
An apple lay sunbathing nude on the dashboard. A
slight brownish colour accented the top right-hand corner
of the apple, indicating a bruise. It was just that morning
when a cashier named “Peggy” dropped the apple on the
floor.
“It looks like we’re experiencing a little bit of turbulence
here!” she said, giggling.

So 73 cents and 250 kilometres later, Toby was
stuck staring at the discoloured apple as he
listened to ‘101.1 FM, The Willster, 24 hours of
straight Willie Nelson.’ He turned a sharp corner
slowly, spinning the wheel as if he worked at a
pizza parlour and was trying to figure out which
angle to slide the pizza into the oven. The apple
tipped up onto a forty-five degree angle, but
then snapped back down to its original position
on the dashboard.
“C’mon, I know you’re always up for a
challenge,” he whispered to the apple, taking
a short break from lip singing to Willie. The
apple responded by slowly tipping on it’s left
side, trying to regain its balance. I’m sure if it
had arms it would flail them. The apple finally
lost its balance and toppled onto its side, (rather
ungracefully, yet perhaps a bit more graceful then
those toddlers who were dancing at the ballet
show downtown). It started to roll back and
forth in tune to the bumps on the road, like a
floured rolling pin with a hyperthyroid problem.
The vulnerable apple rolled easily into the
passenger seat, like that bowling ball that slid into
the gutter at your 12th birthday party.You would
just shrug your shoulders and just pirouette back
to where your pepperoni pizza was sitting, but
you couldn’t help but hear Max, that boy with
the cut off jeans who spontaneously showed up
to your birthday party yell, “GUTTER BALL!”
From the Serta/ Simmons/ Four Seasons Hotel/
grandmas’ Lazy boy comfort of the front seat,
the apple plummeted to the floor of the truck,
making the same noise that Max does when he
jumps on his juice box during recess.
Wham.
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